Despairwork ~

Awakening
to the
peril
and
promise
of our
time
DESPAIR AND EMPOWERMENT WORKSHOPS

Despair and Empowerment workshops provide a tested structure for dealing with feelings of despair for our future. We are now an endangered species. To release energy for creative response to our plight, we must overcome psychic numbing and resistance to painful information.

The greatest danger to human survival is not nuclear holocaust or destruction of the biosphere, but our massive denial of these threats, our blind immersion in business-as-usual, and our culture’s taboo against expressions of despair. Scare tactics — overwhelming people with more and more ghastly data — are not effective: without means to process the information psychologically, people block it, out of fear of pain, futility and craziness, while the activists among us experience “burn out.”

What we urgently need is to break the taboo against expressions of despair for our world — to validate these feelings of rage and grief, realize their universality, and experience in them the mutual support that can empower us to act. To do despair-work is, in a real sense, to wake up — both to the peril and the promise.

This work is a remedy for collective paralysis, not a therapy for individual disorders. Because the rage and tears, which are often unleashed, spring from concerns extending beyond the separate ego, to our planet, our fellow-beings, and those yet unborn, they confirm our interconnectedness. Participants experience them as an act of truth, that reveals the extent of their caring and belonging. This belonging brings a wider sense of identity,of attunement to the world, and with it a deeper sense of power — even joy.

Individuals and organizations interested in attending or sponsoring a workshop should contact Joanna Macy
 at:                                
 http://www.joannamacy.net/

Despairwork

A psychiatrist, studying attitudes about nuclear weapons among persons in the San Francisco area, recently found that almost all participants in her research considered nuclear war to be likely, if not inevitable. Everyone taking part in Dr. Carol Wolman’s study believe it would be an unparalleled disaster, a holocaust they do not want to survive and that would probably extinguish life on earth. Most of them say also that they found the prospect too painful to confront personally or acknowledge publicly. Admittedly foreseeing the very possible extinction of our culture, their predominant response is not to cry out or ring alarms. It is to go silent, go numb.

What is noteworthy here is not that people are feeling despair; despair is well merited by the hair-trigger machinery of mass death we continue to create and serve. What is noteworthy is the extent to which Americans are hiding this despair from themselves and each other. If we are, as Arthur Koestler suggested, an age of anxiety, we are also an age adept at sweeping this anxiety under the rug. My work, as a college teacher, meditation instructor and organizer for social change, confirms the import of Dr. Wolman’s findings: that we as a society are caught between a sense of impending apocalypse and an inability to acknowledge it.
Our time bombards us with signals of distress — of ecological destruction, waning resources, social breakdown, and uncontrolled nuclear proliferation. Activists, who would arouse us to the fact that our survival is at stake, decry public apathy. The cause of this apathy, I suggest, is not mere indifference. It derives also from dread. It stems from a fear of confronting the despair that lurks subliminally beneath the tenor of life-as-usual. A dread of what is happening to our future moves there on the fringes of awareness, too deep for most of us to name, too fearsome to face. Sometimes it manifests in dreams of mass destruction and is exorcised in the morning jog and shower or in the public fantasies of disaster entertainment. But it is rarely acknowledged or expressed directly. Because of social taboos against despair and because of fear of pain, it is kept at bay.
The suppression of despair, like that of any deep recurrent response, produces a partial numbing of the psyche. Dr. Wolman noted a striking absence of strong affect in the groups she studied; even when averring the likelihood of holocaust, expressions of anger or terror were muted, deadened as if a nerve had been cut.
The refusal of feeling takes a heavy toll. The toll is not only an impoverishment of emotional and sensory life - the flowers dimmer and less fragrant, loves less ecstatic. This psychic numbing also impedes the capacity to process and respond to information. The energy expended in pushing down despair is diverted from more creative uses, depleting resilience and imagination needed for fresh visions and strategies. Furthermore, the feat of despair can erect an invisible screen, selectively filtering out anxiety-provoking data. In a world where organisms require feedback in order to adapt and survive, this is suicidal. Now, just when we most tzrgently need to measure the effects of our acts, attention and curiosity slacken — as if preparing already for the Big Sleep. The alarms rung by protesters and prophets often only intensify this kind of resistance by anesthesia. In the process, many of us, doggedly attending to business-as-usual, deny both our despair and our ability to cope with it.
Despair cannot be banished by sermons on “positive thinking” or injections of optimism. Like grief, it must he worked through. This means it must be named, and validated as a healthy normal human response to the planetary situation we find ourselves in. Faced and experienced, its power can he used — as the frozen defenses of the psyche thaw and new energies are released. Something analogous to grief-work is in order. “Despair-work”, as I call it, is different from grief-work in that its aim is not acceptance of loss — indeed, the “loss” has not yet occurred and is hardly to be “accepted”. But it is similar in the dynamics unleashed by the willingness to acknowledge, feel and express inner pain. Work with myself and others has convinced me that this is the case: that we can come to terms with apocalyptic anxieties in ways which are integrative and liberating, opening awareness not only to planetary distress, but also to the hope inherent in our own capacity to change.

Ingredients of Despair

Whether or not we choose to accord them serious attention, we are barraged by data that render questionable, for the first time in recorded history, the survival of our culture and our species, and even of our planet as a viable home for conscious life. These warning signals prefigure, to those who do take them seriously, probabilities of apocalypse that are mind-boggling in scope. While varied, each scenario presents its own relentless logic. Poisoned by oilspills, sludge and plutonium, the seas are dying; when the plankton disappear (in thirty years at present pollution rates, says Jean-Jacques Cousteau), we will suffocate from lack of oxygen. OR carbon dioxide from industrial and automotive combustion will saturate the atmosphere, creating a greenhouse effect that will melt the polar icecaps. OR radioactive poisoning from nuclear reactors and their wastes, already nearing epidemic proportions, plagues of cancer will decimate populations and cause fearful mutations in the survivors. OR deforestation and desertification of the planet, now rapidly advancing, will produce giant dusthowls, famines beyond imagining. The probability of each of these perils is amply and soberly documented by scientific studies (many of which are summarised in Lester Brown’s The 29th Day, 1978 and in the Global 2000 Report to the President, 1980). The list of such scenarios would continue, the most immediate and likely stemming from the use of nuclear bombs, by terrorists or superpowers. That eventuality presents vistas of such horror that, as is said, “the survivors will envy the dead.”
We read such portents against the sober backdrop of recent history. In a century which already features a hundred million human-inflicted deaths and where nations consider their own populations expendable, we live, as Richard Rubensteiri says, in “a new moral universe.” An era so dehumanized as to produce technically efficient death camps now permits murder for profit — in the admittedly lethal processing of uranium, mercury, asbestos and other killers. Not only has our vaunted technology intensified human destructiveness beyond measure; it has also buttressed it with blind, bureaucratic machinery unafraid, as Amnesty International testifies, to use torture on a scale perhaps unsurpassed in history. The collective lunacy this represents saps confidence that those in power will have the wisdom and compassion for the future, to take the steps necessary to avert the destruction of our biosphere.

I do not wish to seem overdramatic but I can only conclude from the information that is available to me as Secretary-General, that the Members of the United Nations have perhaps ten years left in which to subordinate their ancient quarrels and launch a global partnership to curb the arms race to improve the human environment, to defuse the population explosion, and to supply the required momentum to development efforts. If such a global partnership is not forged within the next decade, then I very much fear that the problems I have mentioned will have reached such staggering proportions that they will be beyond our capacity to control.
U Thant (1969)

Living in such a world, anxieties and dreads assail us —and that is what I mean by despair. Despair, in this context, is not a macabre certainty of doom, nor a pathological condition of depression and futility. It is not a nihilism denying meaning or efficacy to human effort. Rather, as it is being experienced by increasing numbers of folks who, by all conventional measures, are competent and even successful members of society, it is the loss of the assumption that the species will inevitably pull through. It represents a genuine accession to the possibility that this planetary experiment will fail, the curtain rung down, the show over.
The particular scenario, whether holocaust, suffocation, poisoning, makes little difference to the sensations when a likely and avoidable end to human existence is seriously entertained. When they break through the censorship we tend to impose on them, these sensations can be intense and physical. Judy, who left her career to work as a full-time anti-nuclear organizer, says her onslaughts of grief come as a cold, heavy weight on the chest and a sense of her body breaking. Mine, which began two years ago after an all-day symposium on threats to our biosphere, were sudden and wrenching. I would be at my desk, alone in my study translating a Buddhist text, and the next moment would find me on the floor, curled like a fetus and shaking. In company I was more controlled; but even then, in those early months unused to despair, I would be caught off guard. A line from Shakespeare or a Bach phrase would pierce with pain as I found myself wondering how much longer it would be heard, before fading out forever in the galactic silences.
At the prospect of the extinction of a civilization, feelings of grief and horror are not surprising. We lack currency to express them, though, for the prospect is new under the sun. Our heritage from the past provides few symbols for what we now experience. This despair is not fear of one’s own death; it is other than the age-old poignancy of human transience and mortality, the “golden grove unleaving” of which poets &ing. These gentle aches of generations are, as Denise Levertov writes, “The old fears, antique anxieties.” Of a different order is that “hope that is fading from us,” we who had “certitude of grasses waving upon the earth, when we return to fruitful dust.”

If there is time to warn you, if you believed there shall be
never again a green blade in the crevice, luminous eyes in rockshadow:
if you were warned and believed
the warning

would your beauty
break into spears of fire,

fire to turn fire, a wall
of refusal...?

The loss of the “green blade in the crevice,” that is the sense that life’s song might not continue beyond the moments we now harvest, that is the despair. But instead of rising up to make of it a “wall of refusal,” we tend to hide it from ourselves and each other. Why? The reasons, I think, are both social and psychological — and underlying both is a dysfunctional notion of what we ~.are as persons.

Symptoms and Suppressions

In India at a leprosariurn I met a young woman, a mother of four. Her case was advanced, the doctor pointed out, because for so long she had hidden its signs. Fearing ostracism and banishment, she had covered her sores with her sari, pulled the shoulder drape around so no one would see. In a similar fashion did I later hide despair for our work!, cloaking it like a shameful disease — and so, I have learned, do others.
In a culture committed to the American dream, it is hard to own up to despair. Dr. Wolman’s interviewees reported experiencing social pressures against the expression of their apprehensions. This is still the land of Dale Carnegie and Norman Vincent Peale, where an unflagging optimism is taken as means and measure of success. As commercials for products and campaigns of politicians attest, the healthy and admirable person smiles a lot. The feelings of depression, loneliness, and anxiety, to which this thinking animal has always been heir, carry there an added burden: one feels bad about feeling bad.
One can even feel guilty about it. As Daniel Boorstin observed, failure of hope, in a country which was built and nurtured on utopian expectations and which “voraciously demands stronger and deep faith in,” can seem un-American, feel like betrayal.
Even among religious folk, whose constructs of belief include suffering and crucifixion, despair can appear as a lapse of faith. At a vigil before a demonstration at the Pentagon against nuclear weapons, Daniel Berrigan spoke of hope, the necessity of hope in a vision of the new Jerusalem to carry us through. Others chimed in, affirming their belief in this vision and their gratitude for it. After a pause, a young man, among those participating in the week’s civil disobedience actions, spoke up falteringly. He questioned whether hope was really prerequisite, because, and he admitted this with difficulty, he was not feeling it. Even among friends committed to the same goal, it was hard for him (and brave of him, I thought) to admit despair. It was clear he feared he would be misunderstood, taken as cowardly or cynical — a fear validated by the response of some present.
“There is nothing more feared and less faced,” writes Jesuit essayist, William Lynch, “than the possibility of despair.” This is one reason, he says, why the mentally ill are so thoroughly isolated from the well — or why, one may add, expressions of anguish for the future are considered a breach of etiquette. Yet, he says, ‘hopelessness is a more usual and more human feeling than we want to admit.”
Despair is resisted so tenaciously because it represents a loss of control, an admission of powerlessness. Our culture dodges it by demanding instant solutions when problems are raised. My political science colleagues in France ridiculed this, I recall, as an endemic trait of the American personality. “You people prescribe before you finish the diagnosis,” they would say. “Let the difficulties reveal themselves first before rushing for a ready-made solution or else you will not understand them.” To do this would require that one view a stressful situ. ation without the psychic security of knowing if and how it can be solved — in other words, a readiness to suffer a little.
“Don’t come to me with a problem unless you have a solution.” That tacit injunction, operative even in public policy-making, further inhibits people from expressing feelings of despair. It rings like my mother’s words to me as a child, “If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything at all.”
Our culture then discourages the acknowledgement of despair for the future. In the experience of Dr. Wolman’s interviewees, this inhibition amounts to a social taboo. In explaining their silence and numbness over nuclear weapons, they pointed out that those who break this taboo are considered “crazy”, or at least “depressed and depressing.” Many of my colleagues and I in the anti-nuclear movement have experienced similar inhibitions in expressing our preoccupation with longterm, lethal radioactive poisoning of the planet. No one wants a Cassandra around or welcomes a Bancfuo at the feast. Nor indeed are such roles enjoyable to play. When the prospect of collective suicide first hit me as a serious possibility — and I know well the day and hour my defenses against this despair suddenly collapsed — I felt there was no one to whom in my grief I could turn. If there were — and indeed there were, for I have loving, intelligent friends and family — what is there to say? Do I want them to feel this horror too? What can be said without casting a pall, or without seeming to ask for unacceptable words of comfort and cheer? So, as I have since found others have done, I shook and wept in solitude and continued in public to be, fairly recognizably, the same up-beat person as before.
To feel despair in such a cultural setting brings on a sense of isolation. The psychic dissonance can be so acute as to seem to border on madness. The distance between one’s inklings of apocalypse and the tenor of business-as-usual is so great that, though a person may respect his/ her own cognitive reading of the signs, his/her affective response is frequently that it is he/she, not the society, that is insane.
Psychotherapy, as it is predominantly practiced, has offered little help for coping with these feelings, and indeed has often compounded the problem. Most practitioners have trouble crediting the notion that concerns for the general welfare might be genuine, and acute enough to cause _listress. Assuming that all our drives are ego-centered, they tend to treat expressions of this distress reductionistically, as manifestations of private neurosis. To illustrate from my own case, which is far from unique:
deep dismay over destruction of the wilderness was diagnosed as fear of my own libido (which the bulldozers were taken to symbolize); painful preoccupation with U.S. bombings of Vietnam was interpreted as an unwholesome hangover of Puritan guilt. Such “therapy”, of course, only intensifies the sense of isolation and craziness despair can bring, while inhibiting its recognition and expression.
In this regard, many members of the psychiatric profession resemble Job’s comforters. Just as those pious, well-meaning friends could only assume that Job’s sufferings were caused by his sin, so most therapists would reduce social despair to private pathology. In both cases the distress in question is cut and trimmed to fit the contours of meaning that society delimits for suffering.
At a recent conference of the Association for Humanistic Psychology I met Maxine, a veteran of the human potential movement. On the day after a talk in which I mentioned in passing the notion of despair-work, she shared with me her sense of relief at hearing these comments. She said she had been wondering why she did not feel better, since she had been freed-up, stimulated, relaxed, self-realized and self-actualized from just about every type of growth therapy going. With a kind of sober anxiety, accepting and validating the fact that she felt “at a loss” about her world and her children’s future in it. Although this recognition produced no solutions to global problems, she said she felt quieter, more centered and more conscious.
“I know one therapist,” writes William Lynch, “who abandoned the treatment of a particular schizophrenic in despair, only to find that his acknowledgement of despair had cured the patient! In acknowledging some of his own hopelessness he had helped to relieve the patient of an impossible burden, the burden of having nothing but beautiful feelings.”
Now at least we can hear voices from within the psychiatric profession itself, which help relieve us of that “impossible burden.” Dr. Rollo May, in a 1980 symposium on “The Recovery of Wholeness”, said, ‘The psychoanalytic response to our situation ought to be.. .our own absorption of the degree of despair that is present. The problem is our own denial of the situation... But our chance for survival is nil unless we can face the despair without denial.” Dr. John Mack, Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard, became a member of the American Psychiatric Association Task Force on the nuclear danger. From his own personal experience of “intense resistance to experiencing the nuclear danger as it really is,” he concludes that, “we must seek to embrace the terror and experience its validity, for the immediacy of nuclear death is real.. .Only when we can honestly contemplate this horror can we begin to do something about it. Until we do so it ‘has' us......"
Joan, a Jungian analyst, tells of the increasing incidence among her patients of dreams of apocalypse. Likening them to C. C. Jung’s dream on the eve of the first World War, when he beheld Europe bathed in blood, she says these current ones are filled with symbols of mass death and planetary destruction. Such dreams, though painfril, can get us in touch with the nature of present despair. Of a different order are the fantasies of apocalypse offered in mass entertainment today.
The biggest money-makers in the film industry today, as Andre Conrad points out in “Disaster and the American Imagination,” are movies that feature cataclysmic events and violent mass death. Earthquakes, rampaging sharks and killer bees, erupting volcarios and towering infernos, doomed craft in air and sea, loaded with panicked passengers, vie in imageries of terror. Contrived with technical brilliance, these films draw large ctowds and large profits. Their appeal, indeed their fascination, stems from an inchoate but pervasive sense of doom in the American public. The scenarios they present give structure and outlet to unformulated fears of apocalypse, and in so doing provide catharsis. But it is a dangerous catharsis, Ms. Conrad observes.
Hooking our anxieties onto isolated and unlikely emergencies, frequently handled with technological heroics, these entertainments give their audience, sitting safely ensconced in a comfortable theater, the illusion of having dealt with what is bothering them. On fictitious, improbable themes they air and exercise our dread, while inuring us to the prospects of mass death and raising our horror threshold another notch. They blur the boundaries between fantasy and reality, making the next day’s news seem like more of the same — alarms to be passively watched till the credits appear and we can stop for a beer on our way home to bed.
These entertainments constitute a new version of what Geoffrey Corer in the ‘50s called our “pornography of death.” Just as the repression of sex in our puritanically-conditioned culture produces debased expressions of it, so Corer argued, is our repression of the reality of personal death released in fascination with sadistic violence. By analogous reasoning, disaster films can be seen as pornographies of despair. In the same way X-rated “adult” flicks cheapen the sexual hungers they trade on, the towering infernos and devouring jaws dull and misdirect our need to do genuine despair-work.
This work is needed because our culture makes it hard to get in touch with the genuine dimensions of our despair, and because until we do, our power of creative response to planetary crisis will be crippled. Until we can grieve for our planet and its future inhabitants we cannot fully feel or enact our love for them. Such grief is frequently suppressed, not only because it is socially awkward. It is also denied because it is both hard to credit and very painful. At the root of both these inhibitions lies a dysfunctional notion of the self. It is the notion of the self as an isolated and fragile entity. Such a self has no reason to weep for the unseen and the unborn, and such a self, if it did, might shatter with pain and futility.
So long as we see ourselves as essentially separate, competitive and ego-identified beings, it is difficult to respect the validity of our social despair, deriving as it does from interconnectedness. Both our capacity to grieve for others and our power to cope with this grief spring from the great matrix of relationships in which we take our being. Just as our pain is more than private,
so is our resilience. We are, as open systems, sustained by flowers of energy and information that extend beyond the reach of conscious ego. This can become evident to us as we confront despair and work through it.

Despair-Work: Validation

You can hold yourself back from the suffering of the world: this is something you are free to do..., but perhaps precisely this holding back is the only suffering you might be able to avoid.
Elie Wiesel

The first stop in despair-work is to disabuse oneself of the notion that grief for our world is morbid. To experience anguish and anxiety in the face of the perils threatening humanity is a healthy reaction. Living tissue is sensitive. This pain, far from being crazy, is rather a testimony to the unity of life, the deep inter-connections that relate us to all beings.
Such pain for the world becomes masochistic only when one assumes personal guilt for its plight or personal responsibility for its solution. No individual is that powerful. Certainly by participation in society each shares a collective accountability; but to assume the burden of personal blame is unbearable, and furthermore it builds resistance to the acknowledgement of distress. It is also a kind of power trip. Despair, like faith, is a letting go of the manipulative assumption that conscious ego can or should control all events. Each of us is but one little nexus in a vast web. As the recognition of that interdependence breaches our sense of isolation, so does it also free our despair of self-loathing.
Even so one can feel deep psychic disarray in internalizing the possibility of planetary demise. It is a prospect of such radical discontinuity as to unglue our minds. How to confront what we barely dare to think? How to think it without going to pieces?
It is helpful to despair-work to realize that going to pieces or falling apart is not such a bad thing. Indeed it is as essential to evolutionary and psychic transfdrmatioris as the cracking of outgrown shells. Kazimierz Dabrowski calls it “positive disintegration.” It is operative in every global development of people, especially during periods of accelerated change, and, he argues, permits the emergence of “higher psychic structures and awareness.” For the individual who, in confronting current anomalies of experience, allows positive disintegration to happen, it can bring a dark night of the soul, a time of spiritual void and turbulence. But the anxieties and doubts are, Dabrowski maintains, “essentially healthy and creative.” They are creative not only for the person but for his/her society, because they permit us to make new and original approaches to reality.
What “disintegrates” in periods of rapid transformation is not the self, of course, but its defenses and ideas. We are not objects that can break. As open systems, we are, Norbert Wiener said, “but whirlpools in a river of everflowing water. We are not stuff that abides, but patterns that perpetuate themselves.” We do not need to protect ourselves from change, for our very nature is change. Defensive self-protection, restricting vision and movement like a suit of armor, makes it harder to adapt. It not only reduces flexibility, it also blocks the flow of information we need to survive. Our “going to pieces”, however uncomfortable a process, can open us up to new perceptions, new data, new responses.
Our religious heritages can also serve to validate despair-work, offering constructs and symbols attesting to the creative role of this kind of distress. The Biblical concept of the suffering servant, as well as an array of Old Testament prophets, speaks to the power inherent in opening oneself to the griefs of others. In Christianity the paramount symbol of such power is the cross where, through one’s very pain for the world’s ills and one’s acknowledgement of powerlessness, is found redemption and grace to act.
The hero of the Mahayana Buddhist tradition is the bodhisattva, who turns back from the gates of Nirvana, vowing to return again and again to the world of woe until all beings are enlightened. By his compassion he is endowed with supranormal senses. He can hear the music of the spheres and understand the language of the birds. By the same token, by virtue of his extended sensitivity. he hears as well all cries of distress, even to the moaning of beings in the lowest level of hell. All griefs are registered and owned in the bodhisattva’s deep knowledge that we are not separate from each other.
“Let all sorrow ripen in me.” — Santideva 

	Despair-Work: Feeling 	-,

The second requirement in despair-work is to permit ourselves to feel. We can allow the griefs and apprehensions that are within us to surface to consciousness. No matter how safe and comfortable our personal lives or engrossing our private concerns, grief for those who suffer now, and may suffer in the future, is present in us on some level. Given the flows of information circling our globe, our psyches, however inattentive or callous they may appear, have registered the signals of distress. We do not need to be exhorted or scolded into feelings of concern and compassion, for they inhere in us already by virtue of our nature as open systems, interdependent with the rest of life. We need only to be encouraged and empowered to open our consciousness to them. We cannot experience them without pain, but it is a healthy pain —like the kind we feel when we walk on a leg that has gone asleep and the circulation starts to move again. It gives evidence that the tissue is still alive.
As with a cramped limb, exercises can help. I have found meditational exercises useful, particularly ones from the Buddhist tradition. Practices like those called the abodes of the Buddha, or the Brahmaviharas, designed to increase the capacity to experience such feelings as loving-kindness and compassion, are effective in getting us in touch with those concerns in us that extend beyon ego  and in so doing, with our social despair.
An example of what can happen is Marianna, a participant in a workshop I led, entitled “Being Bodhisattvas.’ After two initial exercises which involved quieting down and centering on the breath, I introduced a meditation on compassion, adapted from a Tibetan bodhicitta practice. explained that Buddhists believe that to win through to enlightenment, the hope for personal salvation is not enough; only compassion for all beings can provide the necessary motivation or fuel. The exercise involved, first of all, giving oneself permission to imaginatively experience the sufferings of others, in as concrete a fashion as possible, and then taking these sufferings in with the breath, visualizing them as a dark stream drawn in with each inhalation, into and through the heart.
Afterwards Marianna described to me her experience in this meditation. She had been resistant to the first two exercises, and her resistance, which she expected to continue throughout this one, had localized as a pain in her back. In encouraging the participants to open themseIves to their inner awareness of the sufferings of others, I primed the pump with some brief verbal cues, mentioned our fellow-beings in hospitals and prisons, mentioned a mother with dried breasts holding a hungry infant. That awoke in Marianna an episode she had buried. Three years earlier she had listened to a record by Harry Chapin with a song about a starving child; she had had as she put it, “trouble” with it. She put away the record never to play it again, and the “trouble” remained undigested. With her recollection of her experience with the song, the pain in her back moved into her chest. It intensified and hardened, piercing her heart. It seemed for a moment excruciating, but as she continued the exercise, accepting and breathing in the pain, it suddenly, inexplicably, felt right, felt even good. It turned into a golden cone or funnel, aimed point downwards into the depths of her heart. Through it poured the despair she had refused, griefs reconnecting her with the rest of humanity.
Marianna emerged from this with a sense of release and empowerment. She felt empowered, she said, not to do so much as to be  open, attentive, poised for action. She also said that she believed she permitted this to happen because I had not asked her to “do” something about the griefs of others, or to come up with any answers, but only to experience them.
Sometimes the blocked emotions of despair become accessible through dreams. The most vivid in my experience occurred after a dull job of perusing statistics on nuclear pollution. Before going to bed I had leafed through baby pictures of our three children to find a snapshot for my daughter’s high school yearbook.
In my dream I behold the three of them as they appeared in the old photos, and am struck most by the sweet wholesomeness of their flesh. My husband I are journeying with them across an unfamiliar landscape. The land is becoming dreary, treeless and strewn with rocks; Peggy, the youngest, can barely clamber over the boulders in the path. Just as the going is getting very difficult, even frightening, I suddenly realize that, by some thoughtless but unalterable pre-arrangement, their father and I must leave them. I can see the grimness of the way that lies ahead for them, bleak and craggy as a red moonscape and with a flesh-burning sickness in the air. I am maddened with sorrow that my children must face this without me. Lkiss them each and tell them we will meet again, but I know no place to name where we will meet. Perhaps another planet, I say. Innocent of terror, they try to reassure me, ready to be off. Removed and from a height in the sky, I watch them go — three small solitary figures trudging across that angry wasteland, holding each other by the hand and not stopping to look back. In spite of the widening distance, I see with a surrealist’s precision the ulcerating of their flesh. I see how the skin bubbles and curls back to expose raw tissue, as they doggedly go forward, the boys helping their little sister across the rocks.
I woke up, brushed my teeth, showered, had an early breakfast meeting, took notes for a research proposal. Still the dream did not let me go. As 1 roused Peggy for school, I sank beside her bed. “Hold me,” I said, “I had a bad dream.” With my face in her warm nightie, inhaling her fragrance, I found myself sobbing. 1 sobbed against her body, against her I 7-year-old womb, as the knowledge of all that assails it surfaced in me. Statistical studies of the effects of ionizing radiation, columns of figures on cancers and genetic damage, their import beyond utterance, turned now into tears, speechless wracking.
One can wonder what good it does to allow ourselves to feel the possibilities we dread. But for all the discomfort there is healing in such openness, for ourselves and perhaps for our world. Our pain is a response to present facts, and to accept it reconnects us with our fellow-beings as well as with our own deep energies. How, whole-making such pain can be is conveyed in Edward Wallant’s story of the Pawnbroker.
His family lost in the death camps, Sol, the pawnbroker, lives in a state of bitter and dogged numbness, before his feelings are jolted awake again. Tasting for the first time in fifteen years the gift of tears, he thinks he is going mad. “I hear all of them screaming again.. .I am weeping for all of them now! Who asked for it? So maybe I love all of them, does it do any good? Doesn’t that make it worse?” He rushes out into the crowded streets, blinded by his tears and bumping into bodies. Finally clearing his eyes, Sol looks at the people there, the poor and the pimps, the dealers and drunks, and beholds “the ineffable marvel of their eyes and skins.” Hopeless and wretched as he was, he felt “strangely proud” and a great calm came over him.
To drop the defenses and let grief surface brings relief. We experience that with personal sorrow and it holds true for our despairing as well. With that letting-go comes not only release but connection. Sol saw the street people as he never had before. Opening to our despair opens us also to the love that is within us, for it is in deep caring that our anguish is rooted. The caring and connection are real, but we cut ourselves off from their power when we hide from their grief.

Despair-Work: Imaging

To acknowledge such despair to ourselves and others, we need symbols and images for its expression, and for the energy that sharing can release. Images, more than arguments, tap the springs of consciousness, the creative powers by which we make meaning of experience. In the challenge to survival we face now, exercise of the imaginadon is especially necessary because existing verbal constructs seem inadequate to what many of us are sensing.
During the civil rights movement of the early ‘60s, we could see the actions we rallied to oppose  the blocking of schools and ballot-boxes the police dogs and cattle-prods. In the Vietnam war the sight on our television screens of napalmed villagers catalyzed our refusal to continue. But now the evils we would oppose, that is the forms that human greed and stupidity have taken, are harder to picture. Tables on levels of radioactivity or on lowering water resources require interpretation, lack visceral impact to trigger feelings and behaviors.
In a workshop on planetary survival I explored means by which we could share our apprehensions on an affective as well as cognitive level. I asked the participants to offer, as they introduced themselves, a personal experience or image of how in the past year the global crisis had impinged on their consciousness. Those brief introductions were potent. Some offered a vignette from work on world hunger or arms. A young physicist simply said, very quietly, “My child was born.” A social worker recalled a day her small daughter talked about growing up and having babies; with dull shock she encountered her own doubt that the world would last that long. Some offered images: fishkill washed up at a summer cottage, strip mines leaching like open wounds. Most encompassing in its simplicity was John’s image: the view from space of planet earth, so small as it glittered there that it could be covered by the astronaut’s raised thumb. That vision of our home, so finite it can be blotted out by a single human gesture, functioned as a symbol in our week’s work. It helped us cut through the verbiage of reports, and the temptations of academic one-up-manship, to the raw nerve in us all —desperate concern.
In the sharing of despair, that our imagery had permitted, energy was released that vitalized our scheduled sessions and extended them into mealtimes and night. The non-stop talk around cafeteria tables and under trees was laced with laughter as pent-up feelings were aired and compared. With our despairs recognized and validated in each other, came resurgence of commitment to our common human project.
Recognizing the creative powers of imagery, many call us today to come up with visions of a benign future -  visions which can summon and inspire. Images of hope are potent, necessary: they shape our goals and provide the fuel for reaching them. They can, however, be asked of us too soon. Like the demand for instant solutions, such expectations can stultify,  providing us an escape from the despair we may feel, while burdening us with the task of aridly designing a new Eden. Genuine visioning happens from the roots up, and these roots for many are shrivelled by unacknowledged despair. Many of us are in an in-between time, groping in the dark with shattered beliefs and faltering hopes, and we need images for that in-between time if we are to work through it. The first despair-work I can recognize as such occurred on a spring weekend toward the end of our military actions in Vietnam. Although I had been active in antiwar protests and arrested at the Pentagon with attendant news coverage, I was sapped by a deep sense of futility. To give form to feeling, and tired of words, I worked with clay. As I descended into the sorrow within me, I shaped that descent in the block of clay — cliffs and escarpments plunging into abysses, dropping off into downward-twisting gullies, down, down. Though I wept as I pushed at the clay with fingers and fists, it felt good to have my sense of hopelessness become palpable, visible. The twisted, plummeting clay landscape was like a silent scream, and also like a dare accepted in bitter defiance, the dare to descend into empty nothingness.
Feeling spent and empty, the work done, my mind turned to go, but then noted what my fingers had, of themselves, begun to explore. Snaking and pushing up the clay cliffs were roots. As they came in focus, I saw how they joined, tough and tenacious, feeding each other in an upsurge of ascent. The very journey downward into my despair had shaped these roots, which now thrust upward, unbidden and resilient. For long moments I traced them, wonderlingly, with eyes and fingers.
Working together in groups can find images powerful to express the process of despair-work. Because in this time one cannot see the way ahead, many feature darkness or fog — and by so doing, own it. “Hello, darkness, my old friend.” In the workshop on planetary survival, John showed slides of a trek up Mount Katahdin with some of his Yale students. Between peaks a narrow, knifeedge trail had to be crossed. It was scary and dangerous because fog had rolled up, blanketing out the destination and everything but the foot-wide path itself. That picture of the knife-edge trail, cutting through the clouds into the unknown, became another useful symbol in our workshop, expressing the existential situation in which we find ourselves, and helping us proceed with dogged patience although unable to see more than a step at a time.
Quaker-style meetings, where a group sits and shares out of open silence, can let images appear and interact. In one I remember Humpty Dumpty was evoked. Poor old Humpty Dumptv, falling and breaking and all the king’s men cannot put him together again. So it is with our outmoded paradigms, our egos and self-concepts: it felt good to give imaginal form to the sense of fragmentation in our time. As we ruminated on that, a voice among us slowly spoke, adding what she saw: from the shattered shell, a bird rose into the air. Eggshells break to reveal new life; I had forgotten that. The very imagery that expressed our pain pointed to the possibility of hope.
Here, as in the clay-work, the experience of hope succeeds that of despair. The cliffs had to fall away to reveal the roots, the shell had to break to release the bird. We cannot hurry that unfolding process any more than we can hasten a rose’s blooming by prying at the petals. Sometimes it takes a while, in the slow alchemy of the soul, for hope to signal, and longer for it to take form in concrete plans and projects. That is all right.

I said to my soul, be still, and wait
without hope,
For hope would be the hope of the
wrong thing.
T.	S. Eliot

Despair-Work: Waiting

So we wait; even in our work, we wait. Only,out of that open expectancy can images and visions arise that strike deep enough to summon our faith in them. “The abhility to wait,” wrote William Lynch, “is central to hope.”
In my own feelings of despair, I was haunted by the question, “What do you substitute for hope?” I had always assumed that a sanguine confidence in the future was as essential as oxygen. Without it, I had thought, one would collapse into apathy and nihilism. It puzzled me that,, in owning my despair, I found the hours I spent working for peace and environmental causes did not lessen, but rather increased. I also seemed to detect, among some of the most active, committed leaders of these movements, signs of the same hope loss I experienced. What fuel were we running on? The question was not academic; I wanted another hope in place of the hope I lost.
I asked Jim Douglass, the theologian and writer who had left his university post to resist nuclear weapons; jailed repeatedly for civil disobedience in this effort, he leads the citizens’ campaign against the Trident submarine base. We were sitting on the steps of a shabby house in West Vancouver, catching sun between meetings of the Pacific Life Community. He had said he believed we had five years left before it was too late — too late to avert the use of our nuclear arsenal in a first strike strategy. I reflected on the implications of that remark and watched his face, as he squinted in the sun with an air of presence and serenity I could not fathom. “What do you substitute for hope?”, I asked. He looked at me and smiled. “Possibilities,” he said. “Possibilities.. .you can’t predict, just make space for them. There are so many.” That, too, is waiting, active waiting — moving out on the fog-bound trail, though you cannot see the way ahead.
The future, of course, is not out “ahead”, but in us. Like the moth in the caterpillar’s cocoon, it is hidden in us; that is why it cannot be seen. If you poke open the cocoon prematurely, all you see is an undifferentiated glue; but the structure of the new creature is there already, present in what scientists call “imaginal cells.” When the time has come, these cells will constellate, take form. Until then, as in the magic of most transformations, a period of gestation is required. Perhaps despair-work is our cocooning-time, when we wait with patient expectancy for structures to appear that are latent in us.
Waiting does not mean inaction, but staying in touch with our pain and confusion as we act, not banishing them to grab for sedatives, ideologies or final solutions. It is, as a student of mine quoted, “Staying in the dark until the darkness becomes full and clear.” The butterfly, I am told, eats its way out of the cocoon. In despair, if we digest it, is authenticity and energy to fuel our dreams.
Jacob Needleman suggests that part of the great danger in this time of crisis is that we may short-circuit despair, and thereby lose the revelations which can open to us.

For there is nothing to guarantee that we will be able to remain long enough or deeply enough in front of the unknown, a psychological state which the traditional paths have always recognized as sacred. In that fleeting state between dreams, which is called “despair” in some Western teachings and “self-questioning” in Eastern traditions, a man is said to be able to receive the truth, both about nature and his own possible role in the universal order.

Despair-Work: Community

To work through a sense of hopelessness for the future of humanity seems to be a process requiring a good measure of courage, and also some patience. Fortunately one does not need to look to one’s own present supply of such commodities; they are provided by the very dynamics of the process itself. For in letting go of old defenses new strengths are found. They are also found in community. In the synergy of sharing comes power. This is true in the sharing of most deep feelings and perhaps particularly so in the case of social despair, rooted, as it is, in our sense of interconnectedness with others.
Despair-work, therefore, is not a solo venture, no matter how alone one may feel. It is a process undertaken within the context of community, even if a community of like-minded others is not physically present. This is important to remember, given the tenor of our culture and the sense of isolation it attaches to despair. Just to know that one’s feelings are shared gives a measure of validation and support.
Many kinds of community can he used for the doing of despair-work. On-going groups devoted to personal or spiritual growth are well suited by virtue of the openness and trust they tend to build. Many of those that now meet for purposes of consciousness-raising or the study of pscyhological or spiritual disciplines, could provide the environment for the kind of sharing that despair-work involves. Groups that have constellated for purposes of social action may also be appropriate, particularly the kind that have emerged in the peace and safe-energy movements. “Affinity groups” set a high priority on mutual trust and support, which are essential in strategies of nonviolence.
My son, an environmental engineering student in Boston, had a dream about his Clamshell Alliance affinity group that conveys something of the sense of strength generated in such community. In the dream he and his affinity group are standing together looking out over a darkened city. All is black and cold. Through their linked hands he feels the current of the group’s energy. They chant and the current grows stronger; lights begin to appear and soon the city is aglow, empowered by the energy of their trust and commitment.
Fortunately such ongoing groups, while profoundly supportive, are not necessary for doing despair-work. Special workshops, conducted over a weekend or for a day, or even a few hours, are very useful. These have been developed to provide a safe setting and structured process for sharing our deep feelings about the present situation in ways that overcome psychic numbing, iso
